Corrections in itslearning, December 2014

48 corrections are included in the update that was released in December 2014. The most important
are listed below.

Lessons did not support video/audio recording
Issues with audio recordings in lessons are fixed by providing a link to the audio file that can be
clicked to play. This fix is applied to the publish action, so old lessons with audio recordings should be
republished manually by the user.

Permanent deletion from trash can failed
Some users reported that courses could get stuck in permanent delete status. When this situation
occurred no other courses could be permanently deleted and the permanent deletion queue
continued to increase. The error was related to assessment logs and has now been addressed.

Submission status row could not be deleted
It is now possible to delete unused submission status rows.

Issue with transfers from working portfolios to assessment portfolios
If assignment titles contained special characters transfers from working portfolios to assessment
portfolios sometimes failed. Now only valid characters from the assignment title are used.

Copied planners did not apply customisations to target
This issue has been addressed.

Planner and filter errors
Previously, if a user had a large number of plans in the planner in addition to multiple text columns,
the planner failed to load. This has now been addressed and all plans loads successfully. We have
also improved the performance of large planners.

Printing selected lessons from planner
You can now print selected lessons. We have added a new "Print" option to the Actions menu in the
topic's toolbar. You can only print lessons from one topic at the time.

Survey questions: change sequence error
Previously, upon changing the sequence of questions in surveys an extra symbol appeared near the
question. This has now been addressed.

Attendance sorting on categories
Sorting on categories in the mentor's attendance report did not work as intended, but the issue has
now been addressed.

Various issues with the new message composer
Recipients input field clears all unmatched input, so that users can have clear understanding whether
their input is accepted or not.

The person auto-suggest pop-up has been improved.
It's now possible to find users with double names in the messages pop-up.

Issues with fill-in-the-blank alternatives
In fill-in-the-blank questions in tests, alternatives to the blanked text failed if they contained a
leading white space. Now the text is trimmed and leading space will be removed.

iPhones and scrolling in the calendar
When viewing the calendar in a browser on iPhone (Safari), it was not possible to scroll vertically on
calendar events without them being opened for editing. This has now been addressed.

Sorting issue in working portfolio
Previously 'Lastname, Firstname' view was sorted by firstname. It now sorts on lastname as
expected.

News content block improvements
A few improvements have been added:
1. A new draft option with a “Draft” checkbox above the editor which is by default set to OFF
2. We have renamed 'Read permission' to 'Visible to'
3. Only author can see draft news

Performance problems in admin mentor view
An “Oops error” could occur when having a combination of many mentors and large organisations.
Queries used on this page have been improved and the issue is solved.

